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Department Specific Clean Up Queries
New Clean Up Queries

• **UNLVET_SC_CLEAN_MISSING_TOPICS**
  • Looks for Special Topic Courses without a Special Topic.

• **UNLVET_SC_CLEAN_INSTR_NULL_ALL**
  • Looks for classes without an instructor.

• **UNLVET_INSTRUCT_NO_ACCESS_DEPT**
  • Looks for classes with an instructor that wasn’t given grade roster access.

• **UNLVET_SC_CLEAN_CANCELED_CLASS**
  • Looks for cancelled classes.

• **UNLVET_SC_CLEAN_IP_NOMEETING**
  • Looks for In Person courses that do not have a meeting pattern.

• **UNLVET_SC_CLEAN_WB_NO_DE**
  • Looks for classes with the WebCampus note that are not Online classes.
Any more queries you would like to see built?
Finding queries to meet your needs
What to do when you can’t find what you need:

• Query Request form
  • [https://apps.ess.unlv.edu/helprequest/](https://apps.ess.unlv.edu/helprequest/)
  • From the search bar type in “help” it’s the second link.

• Requests are usually completed within a few days.
  • If you ask for an existing query to be altered slightly the request is usually completed within 24 hours.
Questions?
Contact Information:

- Phone: 702-895-0418
- Email: valerie.schaefer@unlv.edu OR scheduling@unlv.edu